Assurance Framework process charts
The diagram below summarises our seven-stage project selection and
assurance process.

Our assurance process has been designed to take all schemes through the
project lifecycle. It is scalable and proportionate, and offers a structured
process for developing, appraising, delivering and evaluating projects that is in
line with HM Treasury guidance to deliver best public value
The Assurance Process is used by the following
applicants: to provide a pathway that allows projects to be developed in a way
that allows the best chance of a successful outcome.
decision makers: to provide a framework to enable investment decisions to be
made in a clear and transparent manner

partners and the wider public: to provide confidence that there is an open,
transparent and accountable framework with which investment decisions are
made with taxpayers money.
This document shows the process charts for each of the seven stages above.

Stage 1, Expression of Interest
Development

Assurance

Call for Proposal pack developed
including investment priorities,
eligibility criteria, appraisal criteria
and deadlines

Head of Assurance reviews pack
and provides feedback

Call for Proposals launched

Project Lead responds to queries
from applicants and provides
advice and support as needed

Expression of Interest submitted

Moderation Panel convened including Head of Assurance, Head of
Delivery Service (Infrastructure; Skills; or Business and Project Lead to
score submitted EOIs

Prioritised list of submitted EOIs
completed
Does the Programme
Board agree with the
prioritised list and
recommendations?

Project Lead informs applicants of
outcome and sends Full Business
Case (FBC) template to applicants
that have passed the EOI stage

Programme Board reviews
prioritised list and
recommendations

Yes; Project Lead
asked to contact
applicants and inform
them of outcome

Decision
Point
No; the prioritised list
and recommendations
are amended. Project
Lead then asked to
contact applicants and
inform them of
outcome

Stage 2, Business case development
Development

Assurance

Applicant completes Part 1 of the
FBC with support from the Project
Lead

Meeting with applicant and Project
Lead
Decision
Point

Does the project address a
clear challenge or opportunity
shared by the LEP? Is the
preferred approach clearly the
most appropriate?

Discussion between Project Lead, relevant Head of Delivery
Service (Infrastructure; Skills; or Business) and Head of
Assurance to review Part 1 submission

No; the project
does not
address a
challenge or
opportunity
shared by the
LEP

Project Lead
meets applicant
to provide
feedback and
signpost if
possible

Yes; the project
addresses a challenge
or opportunity shared
by the LEP but the
options analysis needs
further work

Yes; applicant
continues to
complete whole
FBC

Applicant updates
Part 1 of FBC

Applicant
completes rest
of FBC

Decision
Point

Is the options
analysis now robust?

Project Lead shares updated options with relevant Head of
Delivery Service and Head of Assurance for feedback

No; the applicant is
given another
opportunity to update
the options analysis

Yes

Applicant submits FBC

Decision
Point

No; the applicant supplies
missing information

Has the FBC been fully
completed with all required
supporting documents?
Yes; FBC submitted for
independent appraisal

Stage 3, Appraisal
Development

Assurance

FBC submitted for
independent appraisal

Accountable Body
complete check credit if
applicant is not a Local
Authority and send it to
PLO to inform Gateway
Review

Project Lead Officer (PLO)
completes Gateway
Review

Decision
Point

No; there are
concerns over the
project’s eligibility,
deliverability or
impact

No; further
information
needed

Head of Assurance reviews
project theme and identifies
independent appraiser with
suitable skills and
experience

Yes; commission
appraisal

LEP Solicitor issues
appraisal contract which is
signed and returned

PLO asks
applicant for
required
information

Discussion
between PLO,
Head of Delivery
Service and Head
of Assurance to
discuss Gateway
Review concerns

FBC appraisal report
submitted to Head of
Assurance

Applicant submits
additional
information

Decision
Point

No; PLO meets
applicant to
provide feedback
and signpost if
possible

Is the application
sufficiently robust to
warrant full appraisal?

Yes; commission
appraisal

Should the
application be
appraised?

Is the appraisal
report ready to
submit to Board?

Decision
Point

Discussion between PLO, Head of
Delivery Service and Head of
Assurance to discuss appraisal report

No; appraiser
completes
additional work

Yes; FBC
scheduled for
Board meeting

Stage 4, Board decision
Development

Assurance

Full Business Case
appraisal report complete

Board
Decision
Point
No; Project Lead
meets applicant to
provide feedback
and signpost if
possible

Rejected

Deferred

Project Lead confirms
issues that need
addressing to
applicant

Applicant addresses
issues

Head of Assurance
produces report

Approved (with or
without
conditions)

Stage 5, Contracting
Development

Assurance
Head of Assurance informs LEP
Solicitor of outcome from Board

LEP Solicitor drafts Funding
Agreement (FA) using information
from appraisal report

LEP Solicitor shares draft FA with
Project Lead

Project Lead reviews draft FA and
returns with any comments for LEP
Solicitor

FA updated and issued to applicant

Funding Agreement sealed, signed
& returned

Project sponsor submits Monitoring
Plan & Evaluation Plan within 3
months of signing Funding
Agreement

Decision
Point

No; Project Lead
arranges meeting with
applicant to review the
Monitoring Plan &
Evaluation Plan

Applicant updates
Monitoring Plan &
Evaluation Plan

Project Lead signs
them off when all
feedback has been
addressed

Are both Plans
sufficiently
robust?

Yes; proceed to
monitoring stage

Stage 6, Performance management (monthly monitoring)
Development

Assurance

Project Lead contacts project
delivery organisation in first 5 days
of each month to discuss RAG
rating
Is the RAG rating
Green or Amber?

Decision
Point
No; the sponsor must
complete the Project
Performance Report

Yes; no further action is
required

Is the Performance Group satisfied
that effective mitigation measures
are in place and the project will
meet financial and output targets?

Enterprise Partnership
Manager reports to
Performance Group
Decision
Point
No; the Performance
Group recommend that a
report is made to the
relevant Programme Board

Yes; no further action is
required

Project Lead liaises with
applicant and gathers
information needed for
report to Programme Board

Head of Assurance produces
issues report to relevant
Programme Board
Is the Programme
Board willing to
agree a variation?

No; decision
made to stop
project

Decision
Point

More information
required

LEP Solicitor drafts project
closure letter

Yes

LEP Solicitor drafts variation
to Funding Agreement (FA)

Project Lead reviews information
and provides feedback to LEP
Solicitor
LEP Solicitor issues project
closure letter
LEP Solicitor issues variation
to FA

Project Lead meets sponsor
to discuss closure letter

Sponsor signs and returns
variation to FA

Stage 6, Performance management (quarterly monitoring)
Development

Assurance
Sponsor submits quarterly claim
form to Technical Support Officer

Project Lead checks progress
report and milestones

Is the project operating
within agreed tolerance
levels?

Decision
Point
Yes; applicant continues
with normal quarterly
reporting cycle

No; Project Lead sends the claim form to
the Enterprise Partnership Manager

Enterprise Partnership Manager
reports to Performance Group
Decision
Point
No; the Performance
Group recommend that a
report is made to the
relevant Programme Board

Decision
Point

Is the Performance Group satisfied
that effective mitigation measures
are in place and the project will
meet financial and output targets?

Is funding
being
claimed?
Yes; basis for claim
checked along with
supporting evidence

No; no further
action is required
Yes; no further action is
required

Grant claim certified by
Assurance team

Accountable Body
authorises payment to
sponsor

Project Lead liaises with
applicant and gathers
information needed for
report to Programme Board

Head of Assurance produces
issues report to relevant
Programme Board
Is the Programme
Board willing to
agree a variation?

No; decision
made to stop
project

Decision
Point

More information
required

LEP Solicitor drafts project
closure letter

Yes

LEP Solicitor drafts variation
to Funding Agreement (FA)

Project Lead reviews information
and provides feedback to LEP
Solicitor
LEP Solicitor issues project
closure letter
LEP Solicitor issues variation
to FA

Project Lead meets sponsor
to discuss closure letter

Sponsor signs and returns
variation to FA

Stage 6, Performance management (programme)
Development

Assurance

Monthly process
Project Lead sends Enterprise
Partnership Manager RAG rating
for each active project

Enterprise Partnership Manager
produces reports for LEP Boards,
the Accountable Body and Senior
Managers

LEP Board receives report
and discussed programme
progress

LEP’s Senior Management
Team (SMT) receives
report and discusses
programme progress

Programme Boards receive
report and discuss
progress of projects in their
remit

Accountable body receives
report and discusses
progress on capital
expenditure targets
Are assurance functions
Decision
satisfied that the overall
Point
programme on track to achieve
spend, output and impact
targets?
No; Enterprise Partnership
Yes; so no further action is
Manager works with
required
Project Lead and Head of
Assurance to address
feedback from the Boards,
Accountable Body and
SMT and reports back at
next meetings

Quarterly process

Enterprise Partnership Manager
and Funding Programme Officer
extract performance data

Funding Programme Officer
completes BEIS Data Capture
report

Enterprise Partnership Manager
submits Data Capture report to
BEIS

Sponsor submits quarterly claim
form to Technical Support Officer

Programme Board review and
approve BEIS Data Capture report

Head of Assurance askes Section
151 Officer to sign Data Capture
return

